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321.242.2440
2176 Sarno Rd, Melbourne

HRS: Mon-Fri 9-6 & Sat 10-1

Melbourne.MedicineShoppe.com

Quality Pharmacy 
Care Is More Than 
Just Prescriptions!

We offer FREE 
Prescription 

Delivery Service

n   Now accepting United Healthcare  
and Health First insurance

n  COVID Vaccines/Boosters available
n  Preferred Pharmacy for Health First
n  United Healthcare Pharmacy Provider

NOW OFFERING A FULL LINE OF CBD PRODUCTS*
n  CBD is a Natural alternative support for  

overall well-being gaining rapid popularity

n  A remarkable response from customers for  
uses including: sleep, mood, pain and memory

n  Our product is Non GMO, Gluten Free,  
Third Party Lab tested quality

n    Stop in and talk to our pharmacist about any questions or concerns

*These statements have not been evaluated by the FDA. CBD is not intended to diagnose, treat, cure, or  
prevent any disease.  It is advised you check with your physician before starting any new dietary supplements

What If I had done things differently? That is 
a good question and a common worry for 
seniors. It is also an issue most of us think we 
cannot change or do something about and 

that too is subject to discussion. I guess it all depends on 
how much the question bothers a person.

 As we age, we often come across someone who is truly 
unhappy. No matter how much we want to help such a 
person, nothing seems to work or bring about a different 
outcome. Does that mean we should stop trying to help 
such a person? Not at all, but it does mean we might have 
met our own limitations in trying to advise them. 

 While we cannot always change another person, we 
most certainly can change the way we are trying to help. 
Too often, we want others to adopt a lifestyle we see 
fitting them best, when in fact such a change might not 
be beneficial at all. Then we must regroup and rethink the 
problem at hand. Maybe we need someone to tell us how to 
do things differently so we can achieve better outcomes for 
those we are trying to assist. It can become a huge problem 
unless we find the right source to guide us. 

 Geriatric care can become more difficult if resources 
are misdirected. Too often we look for quick solutions to a 
complicated problem that requires more training than most 

of us have. Recognition that we are at an impasse is vital. I 
hope the foregoing discussion will enable you to ascertain 
whether you have reached a point where it is time to call 
in reinforcements for a problem you are trying to resolve. 
As we get older there are many times we might question 
the path we have chosen to get where we are in our life. 
For most of us it is fine but there are those that might need 
selective support. 

Helping Seniors of Brevard, now in its 12th year, is in 
the process of opening a Senior Resource Center in the 
Apollo Professional Tower at 1344 S. Apollo Boulevard, 
Melbourne. Various resources that assist seniors will be 
located in the Center, plus a calling card library of senior 
services from Micco to Titusville. One of the most sought-
after services for those caring for seniors is respite care 
for the caregiver—did you know that free services can be 
obtained at the Brevard Alzheimer’s Foundation or at Holy 
Name of Jesus Catholic Church, Indialantic, as well as other 
locations throughout Brevard County? Places of assistance 
are available; you just have to know about them.

 If you are not happy with your life, make a change and 
become a volunteer at the Senior Resource Center. Help 
another senior in need with respite care, transportation, or 
telephone contact.  

What Did I Do Wrong?        
By Joe Steckler, President, Helping Seniors of Brevard County
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